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I've been on SISEL's Exceptional Products for eight years now, and in celebration of my 8th
Anniversary with SISEL I would like to share with you why this Remarkable Company and their
Sensational Products have become an integral part of my life, and will remain an integral part of my
life for the remainder of my life. Indeed, I can assure all of you who are reading this, that if it were
not for the Genius of Tom Mower and his Remarkable Company that manufactures the SISEL SAFE
line of personal and home care products, SISEL’s toxin-free line of superior-performing cosmetic
products, and most importantly (especially in my case) the world’s most scientifically advanced
products for wellness, weight loss and age-reversal, I wouldn’t even be here now, writing this letter.
I can literally write a book about my eight-year experience with this Phenomenal Company, but let
me do the best I can to summarize my past 8 years.
SISEL International came into my life when I was 58 years old, in August of 2009. Three months
earlier, in May of 2009 I underwent a Coronary Angioplasty procedure, where a Stent (my 6th) was
implanted into one of my coronary arteries to address restricted blood flow to my heart. This was
the fourth such procedure that I had undergone over the 12 years prior to my discovery of SISEL
International. My 32 year-long battle with the #1 Killer of humans - Heart Disease – began in 1976
when I donated blood for the first time in my life at age 25. Two days later, I received an urgent
letter from the NY Blood Center with a massage for me to call them ASAP, as their tests on my
donated blood indicated that my Cholesterol level was 500 and my Triglycerides level was 1,200 (to
be in good health both of these levels should never exceed 200). This came as a shock to me,
because at the time, my trim 5’ 6” 146 pound body didn’t resemble that of a person with Heart
Disease. But inside, I was a walking time bomb and fortunately for me, my decision to donate blood
enabled me to get an early heads up on a serious condition that was developing inside me, totally
unbeknownst to me.
Upon calling the New York Blood Center, I accepted an invitation to become a participant in a study
group at Rockefeller Institute in NYC, which was affiliated with Rockefeller University, where they
were using a program of diet modification and exercise to help lower Cholesterol and Triglycerides
levels, This program helped to get those levels down quite a bit, but not to where they really needed
to be. Having completed a college degree in pre-medical studies, I knew from my understanding of
the human body that if the cells of the body get the proper nutritional support for them to be
healthy, they will function properly and hence the body can be healthy and functioning properly –
including having a healthy cardiovascular system that is free of coronary artery disease. I was more
than convinced, based on my studies of human anatomy and physiology, that there was indeed a
nutritional alternative to the traditional medical ways or treating heart disease with prescription
medication that is laden with harmful side-effects, implanting stents and performing coronary artery
bypass surgery. The problem I encountered over the 32 years prior to my discovery of SISEL’s
products, was that all of the literally hundreds of nutritional products, juices and supplements that I
had tried over those 3+ decades were totally ineffective. My periodic blood tests showed no
improvement in my Cholesterol and Triglycerides levels, and my heart condition continued to
worsen, to where I was put on prescription medication. And even that wasn’t the solution because
though it did lower my Cholesterol and Triglycerides levels - despite my taking it, I still had to
undergo four coronary angioplasty procedures over the twelve year period from 1997 to 2009,
where I accumulated a total of 6 stents from all of those procedures.
In October of 2009, after being on SISEL’s Essential Eternity for just 6 weeks (I was taking the
original version of the Essential Eternity in the 500 ml bottles, with a daily dose of ½ ounce) a
routine scheduled medical blood test stunned both me and my doctors when it indicated that my
Cholesterol and Triglyceride Levels had dropped to the lowest levels in my then 32-year recorded
medical history of those levels. The blood test results were so stunning, that my doctor speculated
that the test may have been flawed. But he nevertheless, after reading the ingredients on the bottle
that I brought with me, told me that it would be ok for me to continue taking it. Upon seeing the
extraordinary results that the Essential Eternity produced, I ordered the FuCoyDon Intensified,
because of another issue that I had at the time – a very high PSA Score of 3.9 – which was just onetenth of a point away from the Redline PSA Score of 4.0 – where I would have to undergo a painful
biopsy procedure to test for the possible presence of Prostate Cancer.
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Four months later, after having been on the Essential Eternity for over two months (taking ½ ounce
daily, first thing in the morning on an empty stomach) and 4 months on the original FuCoyDon
Intensified (in the 1,000 m bottle), taking the standard dose of 1 ounce daily (I took each dose at
night before bed, as a nightcap) – the results from that medical blood test led my doctor to say to
me when he walked in the exam room with the blood test results: “I have Good News and Better
News!”. The Good News: My Cholesterol and Triglyceride levels were identical to the previous blood
test, and still down there at the lowest levels in my medical history. The Better News: in my doctor’s
exact words: “Your PSA Score Plummeted! – It dropped from 3.9 all the way down to 1.9”. That
really impressed my doctor, who told me that he never sees the PSA Score go down. Instead, as he
explained to me, it either hovers around the same number after the first test (usually initiated in
men starting around age 55 to 60), or more typically, the PSA Score will creep up with age. He told
me that I was the ONLY male in his entire patient population, whose PSA Score had gone done, and
at a level that he’s never before seen. Tom Mower is Right On when he describes SISEL’s
Exceptional Products as: “The Most Sensational Products that the World has never before Seen!” I
am walking, living, and breathing PROOF of that statement! I wish I had taken a picture of my
doctor so you could see how stunned he was about how my PSA Score had “Plummeted”. He asked
me: “Are you taking another product from this Company?” I then told him about the FuCoyDon
Intensified – the purest and the most potent fucoidan supplement formulation and the only one with
20 exclusive formulation and manufacturing patents.
SISEL’s Essential Eternity enabled me to work out a 12-month plan with my primary healthcare
physician and my cardiologist to get weaned off the prescription heart medication. In April of 2011,
after being fully weaned off the medication, I performed so well on a very strenuous Stress Test that
the FAA reinstated my 3rd Class Airman’s Medical Certificate, enabling me to return to exercising my
privileges as a Private Pilot. SISEL’s Essential Eternity enabled me to make what my doctors
characterized as: “A Sensational Recovery from Heart Disease”,
And the FuCoyDon Intensified not only induced a significant drop in my PSA Score – which per my
doctor means that my risk of getting Prostate Cancer has been significantly reduced, but it also
made an arthritic condition in my right hand disappear. This condition had become so severe, that it
became very painful for me to hold a pen and do simple things like writing my signature on a check.
Not only is the arthritic condition in my hand completely gone, but my overall flexibility has greatly
improved, something I’m sure that was also helped along with SISEL’s Renovator.
Another problem that troubled me for many years – Gingivitis (characterized by the condition of
bleeding gums, when brushing your teeth) – was finally and completely resolved by SISEL’s
exceptional Dental Care Products: SupraShine Toothpaste and Terminator Mouth Rinse. My
Gingivitis had progressed into full Gum Disease by age 58 and along with that, I was also bothered
with sensitivity to hot and cold foods and beverages, periodic Canker Sores and Halitosis (bad
breath). Despite trying just about every kind and type of dental care products and getting no
results, it was SISEL to the rescue! SISEL’s Dental Care Products, which in my opinion are the best
in the world, completely eliminated my Gum Disease and saved me thousands of dollars in costly
gum treatments and other dental care work. Gone at long last, was my hot and cold sensitivity, the
Canker Sores and bad breath – replaced with fresh breath from a clean mouth and healthy gums.
Many people have told me that after using SISEL’s Dental Care Products their mouth feels as clean
as it does after having a professional cleaning from their dental hygienist.
Also - I was so glad to be able to finally get the Rat Poison (Sodium Fluoride) out of my dental care
products! Though Sodium Fluoride is supposed to help prevent cavities - the fact that it is also used
as Rat Poison - didn’t sit very well with me when I learned about that! Can you imagine??? All of the
popular brands of toothpaste contain Rat Poison! SISEL has a Far Superior way to help prevent
cavities and promote strong, healthy long-lasting teeth. Their Fluoride-Free SupraShine Toothpaste
contains the same minerals found in tooth enamel, along with a unique binding agent. Each time
you brush your teeth with SupraShine Toothpaste, it re-mineralizes fortifies and strengthens your
teeth to help prevent cavities and to help reduce and even - in my case – completely eliminate
sensitivity to Hot and Cold Foods and Beverages!
Virtually all of the popular store brands of mouthwash contain alcohol – which is very ineffective
against the germs that build up in the mouth, and which deteriorate the health of the gums. The
alcohol-free Terminator Mouth Rinse uses something much more powerful against germs –
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Stabilized Chlorine Dioxide. The key word here is: Stabilized – in a unique formulation that Tom
Mower developed, which has produced a mouth rinse that is deadly to germs and totally safe for
regular rinsing. Not only is it murder on the germs that cause Gingivitis and Gum Disease, but it can
also be used topically. In the Dental Care Products section, you can purchase the small 2-ounce
bottle of the Terminator Mouth Rinse and the Spray Cap. It works Wonders on Poison Ivy, Poison
Oak and Poison Sumac – watch how FAST those conditions disappear! It works equally well on bee
stings, bug bites and mosquito bites – taking away the pain and itching very quickly. Spray it on
sunburned skin for fast pain relief, and a quick recovery. Spray it on minor cuts and bruises to wash
the area clean and help prevent infection. Spray it into the back of your throat for instant relief for a
sore throat. Spray it up your nose as you inhale deeply to help relieve a sinus infection. What an
Amazing Product that I won’t leave home without!
Eight years ago, after having my 6th Stent implanted in my heart, I was crippled with Heart Disease
and couldn’t walk more than 2 miles an hour without getting bad Angina (tightness in the chest). My
scalp was thinning out very badly - I was 58 going on 98 and wondering if I was going to live long
enough to watch my two sons graduate from college. But then SISEL came into my life and gave me
back my life. My heart disease went away, the arthritis in my hand went away, my scalp stopped
thinning out and my hair started growing back in. My doctors, the lady who cuts my hair and
everyone who knows me were amazed by the changes they were seeing in me. While all of my
friends my age were getting older with time and having more and more health issues, I was looking
and feeling younger and healthier with each new day! Now, I regularly work out on my Treadmill
and run for extended periods of time with no problems. I can once again take long walks with my
wife through the beautiful area where we live and I am in such a great state of health that keeps
getting better with each new sensational product from Tom Mower and the Minds at SISEL.
Since I started taking the AGE Pill – my energy level, which was greatly improved with the other
SISEL Products I’ve been taking has noticeably increased even more! And after losing nearly 20
pounds on SISEL’s products, I am experiencing even more weight loss now. After just two weeks on
the AGE Pill I’ve lost another 5 pounds! That’s got to be the flushing of the cellular “junk” from my
body as Tom Mower described. No wonder why I’m now feeling better than ever! My eyesight has
noticeably improved, my mental clarity has noticeably sharpened and I feel like I’m walking on top
of the world! SISEL’s Products truly are Sensational in every aspect of the word! Over the past
several years I’ve been signing every letter that I wrote to SISEL International with: Your Partner for
Life in the Mower Mission! And from now on, I will be writing that signature with an even greater
over-the-top conviction of my absolute belief in this Incredible Phenomenon called SISEL
International – where Science, Innovation, Success, Energy and Longevity - are Far More than just
words and indeed - Everything that this Amazing Company Delivers – and More!
Everyone is welcomed and encouraged to share this post – to help spread the WORD about SISEL
International.
Bill DeFalco – Independent Manufacturing Representative for SISEL International
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